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About This Game

"Abrix for Kids" is an engaging logical game for players at the age of 5 up to 105. The new part of adventures of a likeable
robot includes a new challenge – nasty gnomes trying to stop a small robot from reaching the exit. However, there is a way to do
it! Push the container towards a gnome or shoot at him with a laser gun or a fire ball, and he will be changed into a small pile of

precious coins. Is this the gnome who was holding a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow? See it for yourself!

 Visit 100 new stunning spaces at different difficulty levels - from easy to intermediate.

 Take up new challenges and regain the gold stolen by the gnomes.

 Complete Steam achievements and collect trading cards.

 Create your own levels using an intuitive editor and share them with your friends at Steam Workshop.

Abrix for Kids is the continuation of the hit “Abrix the Robot”, which received a lot of positive and enthusiastic opinions from
the players. This time it is presented as a slightly easier version, without difficult and extreme spaces, but with an extra dose of
humour and great fun instead. What are you waiting for? See it for yourself! But be careful – Abrix will engage you so much

that you will spend lots of hours playing it.

Still not enough of challenges in the Abrix world? Don’t worry! Abrix will be back soon with the next part of “Abrix
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Adventures”.

Visit also first part of Abrix: http://store.steampowered.com/app/461850
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Title: Abrix for kids
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
EJRGames
Publisher:
EJRGames
Release Date: 12 Aug, 2016
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English,Polish
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My grievances:
- Bad music: please just pick a musical mood and stick with it.
- Graphically unimpressive
- Poor physics and exploits: I've been able to "crush myself" by hitting my head against the bottom of a physics block while
jumping. Also, crates can roll around on the useless voxel residue ("gibs") of a crushed corpse.
- Game actually has to have good physics before implementing weird, floating, frustrating physics blocks.
- I've seen the concept before: "Squishy the Suicidal Pig"

On top of this, the game can hardly be considered fun. It's just a bit of a chore.

Pro:
- Cool color palatte and background design

Basically, I believe the game has few redeeming qualities, which are inadequate to actually redeem it.. A think a dollar per
minute is a little much for any VR experience. Yeah this looks cool, but there are plenty of free VR apps that look even better.
Not worth the price tag for a 10 minute experience.. Play past the first level, It gets better after that.. Boshists, can not call
themselves that - until they pass it.. I throughly enjoyed playing this game... the graphics, as well as the gaming experience were
acceptional. I would love to see a sequel... hint, hint...!
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Simple little puzzle game where you have to fill the screen space by connecting lines together similar to something like Flow
Free. The concept is simple enough and there are a lot of levels but the challenge plateaus pretty fast and it doesn’t really evolve
past a certain point. Fun enough to waste some time and harmless overall. Get it if you want a simple puzzler you can play while
watching something else.. The extremely poor combat wrecks what should be a very good game.
So much of this game has promise, but the lack of a block essentially locks you into strange clunky mobility (There's no
backwards dash) to avoid enemies, and the addition of fall damage to a platformer that's primarily vertical just makes it feel bad
to play.. This is the smallest dumbest little doungeon-ish crawler that I have put my mitts on and it is just so pleasant.
Admittedly it's not impressive in it's depth or that good to look at, but it's a good time. I wouldn't call it hard; though the settings
will make it hurt real quick on command. The main goals are related to getting high scores and while some will love that I have
been more distracted by the unlocks. Doing random things (protecting your pet, mindcontrolling others, hunting down
merchants, being gimp in humorus ways) to get more character options is a good distraction. After getting berzerk on 1-1,
getting super stealth, the ability to gay guys to save me, and then freezing time on a boss so I can loot all the things before
stabbing him in the back... I can't really say how balanced the RNG is. What I can say is I started playing this at around 5pm and
it's now 10pm with no regrets so it must be doing something right.. What a charming and unique game! It is a hidden object
game that tells a very heart-warming story of a little boy and his younger sister who falls ill. They use their imaginations to help
her through the scary ordeal. I have not finished the game yet but am really enjoying the fresh art style and animations. Kudos to
Artifex Mundi for producing something refreshingly apart from their standard hog's.. It's got a hot barbarian chick with a
Gatling gun, riding a T-Rex! Need I say more?. great game shame this skin isnt unlcoking. This game was super fun. Wish it was
longer, but for the price how much more can I ask?. Can't recommend this game in it's current state. Crashes very often. Recent
patches have made this game much less stable.. A rushed product that does not feel like Topspin, Virtual Tennis, or any other
good tennis games that came before this.

Graphicaliy the animations are nice, but don't feel responsive.
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